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Algiers in 1889, which made the problem of classification a
fashionable subject of study.
A husband and wife, who were domiciled in Malta at the time of
their marriage, acquired a French domicil. The husband bought land
in France. After his death his widow claimed a usufruct in one
quarter of this land. The claim was sustainable if it was governed by
Maltese law, but would fail if it were tested by French law.
There was uniformity in the rules for the choice of law of both
countries: succession to land was governed by the lex situs, but
matrimonial rights were dependent upon the lex domidlii at the time of
the marriage.
The first essential, therefore, was to decide whether the facts u/*
raised a question of succession to land or of matrimonial rights. \
At this point, however, a conflict of classification emerged. In
the French view the facts raised a question of succession, in the
Maltese view a question of matrimonial rights.
When a conflict of this nature arises it is apparent that if a
court allies its own rule of classification, the ultimate decision on
the merits will vary according to the country in which the
action is brought. On this hypothesis, the widow would have >*•*'"
failed in France but have succeeded in Malta.1
The crucial question, therefore, is—upon what principles do Upon what
English judges classify the cause of action ? Or, to put it in j£{^^88i-
another way—according to what system of law must the classi- fication
fication be made? Must it be made according to the internal Procced?
law of England, on the ground that the internal rules and the
rules of the conflict of laws in any country are based upon the
same legal conceptions ? It is arguable, for instance, that when
English private international law submits intestate succession
to movables to the lex domidlii of the deceased, the expression
'intestate succession* must be given the meaning that it bears
in English internal law and not a more extensive meaning that
may be attributed to it in the foreign domicil. In opposition to
this view, which is advocated by Bartin and many other jurists,
it has been suggested that classification must be based upon/* ^X
the 'essential general principles of professedly universal appli-j|
cation* of analytical jurisprudence and comparative law.2 To •
solve the problem in this scientific manner, desirable though it j; J
certainly may be, is scarcely practicable so long as agreement is'
lacking upon general jurisprudential principles.
1	In fact the French court applied the matrimonial law of Malta,
2	Sir Eric Beckett, 15 B.T.BJ.L. 59.

